
 

 

So, you want to collect wood, eh? This isn’t a laughing matter, it’s serious business. You can leave all of your 

preconceptions about leaping from tree to tree as they float down the mighty rivers of whichever plane you are on. 

It’s about knowing the difference between a larch and a sequoia. And it’s about having a good axe. 

 

 

 

In order to be able to collect wood from trees and turn it into a useable resource, instead of just a load of mangled 

firewood, you need to have the woodcutting skill, which can be found in the general skill list (XP costs shown 

below). The skill of the woodcutter will determine exactly how much useable wood can be gathered from a tree tag. 

 

 

Woodcutting Skill Modifiers 

Apprentice Can collect tree tags; one wood trade card per two tree tags returned 

Expert One wood trade card per tree tag returned 

Master Two wood trade cards per tree tag returned 

Grand Master Two wood trade cards per tree tag returned; can also identify new trees for harvesting (can tie 

up to three personalised tree tag sheets to trees per event) 

 

Successful woodcutting also requires a potential woodcutter to own a “woodcutter’s axe”; this is a carded item, 

similar to a fishing rod or miner’s pick. The quality of the axe will determine how likely it is to break when gathering 

wood from trees and processing it into useable material.  

 

Woodcutting Axe Quality and Effects 

Improvised Will break after the collection of one tree tag 

Crude Will break after the collection of a tree tag on a 40% chance (1-4 roll on a D10) 

Quality Will break after the collection of a tree tag on a 20% chance (1-2 roll on a D10) 

Masterwork Will not break after the collection of a tree tag 

Magical Will not break after the collection of a tree tag, as well as having any item-specific effects 

 

 

 

Having armed yourself with the knowledge of woodcutting and an axe, you need to know which trees are suitable 

for felling for timber. When out exploring the wilderness, you will hopefully find trees marked in such a way as to 

make their suitability clear; they will have a marker attached to them, showing them to be suitable for harvesting. 

 

When you find a suitable tree from which to gather wood, you will be able to collect up to eight (8 No.) tree tags 

from the tree. The tree tags each have an encumbrance of two (Enc 2); this reflects the amount of bark, thin 

branches, leaves and other less useful parts of the tree are associated with the useable wood.  

 

Having collected as many tags as you wish (and are able to carry between yourself and your allies), you need to 

return the tags to GOD, representing the time spent processing the timber. When you return your hard-earned tree 

tags to GOD, you will receive the appropriate number of useable wood trade cards, as deemed by your skill. You 

may also need to draw a card from the woodcutting deck, for a possible bonus or side-effect…  

Skill Apprentice Expert Master Grand Master 

Woodcutting 3 4 5 6 


